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O U R  B R A N D

Gear For Good
Cotopaxi was founded to use business as a vehicle for reducing poverty. 

Mission drives every aspect of our operations, from our foundation and 

giving model to our approach to sustainable design and fair trade. 

LEFT - A student studies during class at a school in Tunja, Colombia that uses the Fundación Escuela Nueva’s educational model. The Fundación Escuela Nueva is one of the Cotopaxi Foundation’s grantee 

organizations. RIGHT - from top: Refugees participate in a workshop with the IRC, another Cotopaxi grantee organization; A sewer works at our partner factory in Tianjin, China.

In October of 2013, Cotopaxi’s founders set out with the goal of 

building an outdoor gear company that could make meaningful 

strides toward reducing global poverty. Today, drawing on best 

practices from the outdoor industry and global development 

sector, we create innovative adventure gear that helps to alleviate 

poverty, moves people to do good, and inspires adventure. 

Every year, we direct 1% of our annual revenue to the Cotopaxi 

Foundation. Launched in 2019, the foundation awards grants to select 

programs and nonprofits working to alleviate poverty in Latin America 

and the United States by improving health, education, and livelihoods.

We see design as an opportunity to mitigate our negative impact on the 

environment, and we’re always looking for new ways to be resourceful 

and forward-thinking when it comes to minimizing our footprint. Using 

remnant and recycled fabric is a top priority, and we are well on our 

way to using these eco-friendly materials in all of our products. The 

Del Día line uses only remnant fabrics, which could have otherwise 

ended up in a landfill. Most products use sustainable materials such 

as responsibly sourced down, recycled nylon, and remnant fleece. 

To meet the highest standards of transparency in regards 

to our supply chain, we share our factories publicly and 

conduct formal audits with all suppliers. We also work with our 

manufacturing partners to support worker and sustainability 

programs such as organic gardens, Fair Trade scholarships, and 

vt and carbonfund.org to offset all of our bulk shipping through 

reforestation in the Amazon and alternative energy programs. 

Beyond operations, Cotopaxi extends its mission-first approach to 

areas such as employee experience, community and events, and 

governance. We have one of the most diverse boards in the start-

up world, and employees are rewarded stock options. Through 

Questival, Cotopaxi has picked up over 1 million pieces of litter, 

and donated over 15,000 items of food and 1,500 liters of blood. 

We look forward to doing good more effectively every day.   
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Land of 
Enchantment

 
For Fall 2021, New Mexico was our muse. Its capital, Santa Fe, 

served as our homebase for a range of microadventures.

Known for its stunning sunsets, endless horizon, and thriving 

artistic culture, New Mexico was a generous source of 

inspiration for our Fall 2021 collection. The vibrant cities of 

Santa Fe and Taos, in particular, are seamless combinations of 

urban and natural landscapes that helped us situate ourselves 

at the intersection of adventure, creativity, and the everyday. 

Visiting local artists’ studios, historic landmarks, and 

museums helped us to better understand the area’s cultural 

heritage; nearby hikes, hot spring dips, and spontaneous 

strolls introduced us to the area’s natural grandeur. Both 

played an essential role in helping us design this season’s 

collection. 

Fall 2021 is an extension of our Cotopaxi classic, color-blocked 

style with an even stronger retro influence. 



Playing with color-blocking proportions, patchwork, upcycling, 

trims, and striping helped us create dimension and visual interest in 

every garment. This renewed attention to detail marries well with 

the season’s New Mexico-inspired color palette, which is built around 

saturated midtones—a fun nod to the early 1970s and the work of 

Georgia O’Keefe. 

Of course, designing for winter necessitates thoughtful hood and 

pocket construction—it also presents us with the opportunity to 

design for warmth without the weight. Our F21 insulation is light, lofty, 

and toasty, so that the consumer doesn’t feel weighed down during 

the year’s chilliest seasons. Above all, in designing the F21 collection, 

we sought to build functional, multipurpose items that are simple 

enough to work well on their own, or to be layered with each other 

for extra heat and versatility. Each piece in this collection was built 

to thrive in moments of transition, to facilitate an optimistic spirit of 

everyday adventurism. 
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Black Iron Jade Maritime Black Iris Chili Pepper

Cream Cloud Agave Azul Adobe Satsuma

White Limelight Blue Violet Golden Rod Clay

Graphite Spruce Verde Indigo Rust Fiery Red

Desert Brush Mineral Blue Denim Mezcal Papaya

Color Story 1: Santa Fe

Color Story 2: Rio Grande

Color Story 3: Ski Lodge



Apparel
Lightweight insulations, packable designs, 

and streamlined fits.



Abrazo Half-Zip  
Fleece Jacket 

A camp classic, Cotopaxi style. Made from 

recycled polyester, the Abrazo takes cues from 

the retro low pile fleece, but stands out for its 

color-blocking, longer zipper length, and non-

traditional shoulder seams.

 
  

Features & Materials
• Stretch woven external chest pocket

• Elastic binding at collar and cuffs

• Two hand pockets 

• Shell: 100% recycled polyester (215 gsm) 

• Chest pocket: 85% nylon/15% spandex  

Price
$100.00 MSRP

Sizes

Clay/RustBlue Violet/
Black Iris

Cream/Brush Graphite/Black

Azul/MezcalRust/Indigo Blue Violet/
Rust

Graphite/Black Mineral Blue/
Iron

Women

Men

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

Blue Violet/
Black Iris

Rust/
Indigo



Abrazo Hooded 
Full-Zip Jacket**
This stand-out fleece is your day-to-day saving grace, 

whether you’re keeping cozy outdoors, at home, or 

across the world. 

 
  

Features & Materials
• Stretchy, zippered chest pocket

• Elastic binding at collar and cuffs

• Front hand pockets

• Fitted scuba hood with elastic edge binding

• Woven overlay at shoulders and hood for additional 

weather protection

• Shell: 100% recycled polyester (215 gsm) 

• Woven overlay/chest pocket: 85% nylon/15% spandex

Price
$125.00 MSRP

Sizes

Black/CreamBlack

Black Black

Black Iris/Clay Indigo/Black Iris Black Iris/Blue 
Violet

Indigo/MezcalBlack Black Iris/Indigo Indigo/Iron Black/Rust

Women

Men

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

** We’ve changed the Dorado product line to Abrazo.

NEW STYLE



Best in Down 
 
The Responsible Down Standard provides consumers 
with a guarantee that the products they’re purchasing 
are made responsibly. 

We’re obsessed with making our jackets as great as they can be, both inside 
and out. This is why all of our insulation pieces adhere to the Responsible 
Down Standard. 

The Responsible Down Standard (RDS) is an independent, voluntary 
standard that recognizes best practices in animal welfare and ensures that 
the down and feathers used in a given product are sourced responsibly.

When a product is RDS-certified, it’s guaranteed as coming from a 
transparent, audited supply chain that prioritizes humane treatment of ducks 
and geese. In other words, it is a best-in-class, ethical marker you can trust. 
of the best responses currently available. For this reason, using recycled 
materials is a top priority from the start of our design process. In fact, our 
team aims to use only remnant or recycled fabric for all of our products, and 
we are well on our way to achieving this goal.



Fuego Hooded 
Down Jacket
Call us crazy, but if we had to choose a single jacket for 

year-round warmth, this would be it. Retro striping, a 

mobile fit, and a handy hood make this down jacket the 

ultimate in quintessential Cotopaxi insulation. 

  

Features & Materials
• Same F20 updated fit for improved mobility

• Scuba hood

• Elastic binding at hood, cuffs, and hem

• Adjustable drawcord waist

• Two interior stash pockets

• Zippered hand pockets

• Packs into interior pocket

• Shell: 20D giant-ripstop nylon with DWR finish 

• Insulation: 800-fill responsibly sourced, water-resistant down

• Lining: 20D mini-ripstop nylon

Price
$250.00 MSRP

Sizes

Black Iris Stripes

Black Iris/
Blue Violet

Denim Stripes Maritime/Mezcal

Black/Spruce

Spruce/Bush

Iron Stripes

Black/Cream

Maritime/ 
Blue Violet Stripes

Maritime/Cayenne 
Stripes

Black StripesBlack

Black

Women

Men

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

NEW COLORS

Indigo/Mezcal



Fuego Down Jacket  
 

Tastefully colorful, practical, and packable, this 

responsibly sourced jacket says see ya to the 

hood, making for an even more lightweight 

take on classic Cotopaxi down. 

Features & Materials
• Same F20 updated fit for improved mobility

• Elastic binding at cuffs and hem

• Adjustable drawcord waist

• Two interior stash pockets

• Zippered hand pockets

• Packs into interior pocket

• Shell: 20D giant-ripstop nylon with DWR finish 

• Insulation: 800-fill responsibly sourced,  

water-resistant down

• Lining: 20D mini-ripstop nylon 

Price
$230.00 MSRP

Sizes

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

NEW COLORS

Iron Stripes

Spruce Stripes

Indigo Stripes Black Stripes

Maritime/Blue 
Violet Stripes

Graphite

GraphiteMezcal Stripes

Black Iris Stripes

Men

Indigo Stripes

Women

Graphite Graphite



Fuego Down Parka
 

Look cool, feel warm. All the retro styling of 

our classic Fuego, but with extra length for 

frigid days. 

Features & Materials
• Scuba hood

• 2-way zipper allows you to unzip the bottom for 

added range of motion or venting 

• Elastic binding at hood and cuffs

• Mid-thigh length with a drop tail hem

• Internal dump and secure stash pocket

• Zippered hand pockets

• Interior adjustable hem cord

• Fit in line with F20 family updates

• Shell: 20D giant-ripstop nylon with DWR finish 

• Insulation: 800-fill responsibly sourced, 

water-resistant down

• Lining: 20D mini-ripstop nylon 

Price
$230.00 MSRP

Sizes

Women XS–XL

NEW STYLE

Black StripesIndigo StripesBlack Iris Stripes

Women



Fuego Down Vest
 

An outer layer and midlayer in one, the Fuego 

Vest combines responsibly sourced 800-fill 

down with a streamlined design for versatile 

warmth.

Features & Materials
• Same F20 updated fit for improved mobility  

• 800-fill responsibly sourced down 

• Elastic binding at armholes

• Internal dump and secure stash pocket

• Two zippered hand pockets

• Internal bungee at hem

• Packs into interior pocket

• Shell: 20D giant-ripstop nylon with DWR finish

• Insulation: 800-fill responsibly sourced,  

water-resistant down 

• Lining: 20D mini-ripstop nylon

Price
$150.00 MSRP

Sizes

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

NEW COLORS

Blue Violet Stripes

Black Iris Stripes

Iron Stripes Indigo Stripes

Indigo Stripes

Black

Black Stripes BlackMezcal Stripes

Rust Stripes

Men

Spruce Stripes

Women

Indigo 
Stripes

Indigo 
Stripes



Lozano Quarter-Zip 
Fleece
Our most layerable fleece, ever. Take it everywhere: 

the Lozano keeps chills at bay without the weight and 

provides year-round comfort.

 
  

Features & Materials
• Dropped shoulder seams 

• Elastic binding at collar

• TENCEL™ for stretch, comfort,  

and soft hand feel 

• Shelf waistband and cuffs, inspired by our favorite sweatshirt

• Soft jersey face with French terry back: 46% polyester/24% 

recycled polyester/24%Tencel™/ 6% spandex (302 gsm)

Price
$85.00 MSRP

Sizes

Blue Violet 
Heather

Black Heather

Iron 
Heather

Black 
Heather

Indigo HeatherIron Heather

Women

Men

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

NEW STYLE



Monte Hybrid Jacket
 

Designed to ditch excess heat when you’re 

moving fast and to keep you warm when 

you’re at a standstill, the Monte incorporates 

myriad recycled materials for sustainable, 

active functionality. 

Features & Materials
• Sleeves and side panels made from soft, recycled 

four-way-stretch fleece

• Two zippered hand pockets and internal 

chest security pocket

• Thumb-hole cuffs

• Shell/lining: 100% recycled polyester 

• Insulation: 105g Polartec® Alpha active insulation 

(59% recycled polyester, 41% polyester)

Price
$180.00 MSRP

Sizes

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

NEW COLORS

Black/Black Iris

Black

Indigo/Rust

Indigo/Rust Indigo/Rust

Spruce/Maritime

Rust/Maritime

Men

Indigo/Rust

Women



Paseo Travel Pocket T-Shirt
 

A classic crew-style t-shirt with hidden, 

travel-friendly powers, including a passport 

compatible chest pocket and a Polygiene® 

anti-odor finish. 

Features & Materials
• Quick dry 

• Classic crew style

• Passport compatible exterior chest pocket

• 80% recycled polyester/20% TENCEL™ 

• Polygiene® anti-odor finish

Price
$55.00 MSRP

Sizes

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

NEW COLORS

Blue Violet Indigo

Indigo

Cloud

Rust

Black Iris

Men

Iron

Women

Rust

Cloud



Cambio Button Up Shirt 
 

Perfect for all-day wear, the Cambio Button 

Up is a put-together travel shirt that features a 

versatile 86% recycled polyester and spandex 

blend. 

  

Features & Materials
• Button up style

• Passport compatible external chest pocket

• Anti-static fabric 

• 86% recycled polyester/14% spandex with DWR finish

• Polygiene® anti-odor finish

Price
$75.00 MSRP

Sizes

NEW COLORS

SpruceIndigo

Men

Men S–XXL

Spruce 
Back

Spruce 
Front



Solazo Down Jacket
 

Looks cool, feels warm. Sometimes a light and 

lofty puffer is just what you need. The extra 

good news: this one is made using responsibly 

sourced down. 

Features & Materials
• Internal zippered chest pocket

• Zippered hand pockets

• Shell: 20D giant-ripstop nylon with DWR finish

• Insulation: 650-fill responsibly  sourced down

• Lining: 20D mini-ripstop nylon

Price
$200.00 MSRP

Sizes

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

NEW COLORS

Indigo/Golden 
Rod

Indigo/Golden 
Rod

Bronze/Maritime

Clay/Mezcal

Rust/Mezcal

Brush/Iron

Men

Iron/Denim

Women

Indigo/
Golden Rod

Indigo/
Golden Rod



Solazo Down Parka
 

Bundle up, baby. The Solazo Down Parka is our winter 

cocoon of choice. A cozy fleece-lined hood, an extra high 

collar, and a longer silhouette give this urban-inspired 

jacket extra oomph (and warmth).

Features & Materials
• Snap-off, fleece-lined hood 

• High collar to ward off the elements 

• Adjustable hood opening

• Exterior and interior storm flap for extra protection

• 2-way zipper allows you to unzip the bottom for added range of 

motion or venting 

• Glove-friendly zipper pull tab 

• Covered zipper hand pockets

• Snap side vents

• Internal zippered chest pocket

• Internal carry straps 

• Concealed internal stretch knit, anti-draft cuffs

• Structured woven fabric provides more durability

• Main shell and liner: 20D giant-ripstop nylon with 

DWR finish

• Second shell/hood: structured woven nylon (155 gsm)

• Insulation: 650-fill responsibly sourced down 

• Fleece liner: 100% recycled polyester

• Knit cuff: 90% recycled polyester/10% spandex

Price
$300.00 MSRP

Sizes

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

NEW STYLE

Indigo

Iron/Black

Iron/Black

Mezcal/Azul

Men

Indigo/Mezcal

Women

Iron/Black Iron/Black



Solazo Down Vest
 

The puffer vest, Cotopaxi style. Your colorful 

cool-weather trademark, perfect for chilly 

basements, mountain town strolls, and 

evenings at the ice rink. 

Features & Materials
• Internal zippered chest pocket

• Covered zippered hand pockets

• Longer length with a drop tail hem

• 2-way zipper allows you to unzip the bottom for added 

range of motion or venting

• Structured fabric provides more durability

• Cozy fleece collar lining 

• Interior adjustable hem cord 

• Shell: 20D giant-ripstop nylon with DWR finish 

• Lining: 20D mini-ripstop nylon

• Second shell: woven nylon (155 gsm)

• Fleece collar: 100% recycled polyester

• Insulation: 650-fill responsibly sourced down

Price
$175.00 MSRP

Sizes

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

NEW COLORS

Black/Black Iris

Iron/Black

Iron/Denim

Maritime/Rust

Maritime/Mezcal

Men

Indigo/Golden 
Red

Women

Iron/Black

Black/Black 
Iris



Teca Cálido Hooded Jacket 
 

This core-warming jacket combines 

recycled polyester insulation and repurposed 

taffeta for reversible and convenient color-

blocked protection. 

     

Features & Materials
• Repurposed taffeta 

• Reversible 

• Two secure zip hand pockets on main side 

• Two-way drop-in patch and hand pockets on 

reverse side

• Elastic binding on hood, hem, and cuffs

• Packs into chest pocket

• Shell/lining: repurposed polyester taffeta with  

DWR finish and 600 mm PU backer 

• Insulation 100% recycled polyester (60 gsm)

Price
$150.00 MSRP

Sizes

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

NEW COLORS

Jupiter

Navigator

Big Island Motherboard

Poker Fac3

Olive Oil Super Bloom

Space StationHot Tub

Best Coast

Men

Jettison

Women

Space Station Big IslandSpace Station 
Reverse

Big Island 
Reverse



Teca Cálido Vest 
 

A color-blocked vest that brings the heat. 

Made from recycled polyester and  

repurposed taffeta so that it can bring the 

sustainability, too. 

     

Features & Materials
• Repurposed taffeta 

• Reversible 

• Two secure zip hand pockets on main side 

• Two-way drop-in patch and hand pockets on 

reverse side

• Elastic binding on hem, cuffs, and hood

• Packs into chest pocket

• Shell/lining: repurposed polyester taffeta with DWR 

finish and 600 mm PU backer 

• Insulation: 100% recycled polyester (60 gsm)

Price
$140.00 MSRP

Sizes

NEW COLORS

SeafarerRed Hot SunOlive Oil

Women

Women XS–XL

Olive Oil

Olive Oil 
Reverse



Teca Cálido Vest 
 

A color-blocked vest that brings the heat. 

Made from recycled polyester and  

repurposed taffeta so that it can bring the 

sustainability, too. 

     

Features & Materials
• Repurposed taffeta 

• Reversible 

• Two secure zip hand pockets on main side 

• Two-way drop-in patch and hand pockets on 

reverse side

• Elastic binding on hem, cuffs, and hood

• Packs into chest pocket

• Shell/lining: repurposed polyester taffeta with DWR 

finish and 600 mm PU backer 

• Insulation: 100% recycled polyester (60 gsm)

Price
$140.00 MSRP

Sizes

NEW COLORS

Ship WreckPoker Face

Men

Men S–XXL

Poker Face

Poker Face 
Reverse



Teca Cálido Jacket 
 

Same core-warming Cálido, minus the hood. 

Recycled polyester insulation, repurposed 

taffeta, and a color-blocked design give this 

jacket a sustainably retro edge. 

     

Features & Materials
• Repurposed taffeta 

• Reversible 

• Two secure zip hand pockets on main side 

• Two-way drop-in patch and hand pockets on 

reverse side

• Elastic binding on hem and cuffs

• Packs into chest pocket

• Shell/lining: repurposed polyester taffeta with DWR 

finish and 600 mm PU backer 

• Insulation: 100% recycled polyester (60 gsm)

Price
$140.00 MSRP

Sizes

Women XS–XL

NEW STYLE 

WaterfallsLost in Space

Women

Lost in Space

Lost in Space 
Reverse



Teca Cálido Jacket 
 

Same core-warming Cálido, minus the hood. 

Recycled polyester insulation, repurposed 

taffeta, and a color-blocked design give this 

jacket a sustainably retro edge. 

     

Features & Materials
• Repurposed taffeta 

• Reversible 

• Two secure zip hand pockets on main side 

• Two-way drop-in patch and hand pockets on 

reverse side

• Elastic binding on hem and cuffs

• Packs into chest pocket

• Shell/lining: repurposed polyester taffeta with DWR 

finish and 600 mm PU backer 

• Insulation: 100% recycled polyester (60 gsm)

Price
$140.00 MSRP

Sizes

Men S-XXL

NEW STYLE 

Mile Marker

Mile Marker 
Reverse

Far Away

Men

Mile Marker



Teca Fleece Hooded 
Half-Zip Jacket 
 

Throw on this retro-inspired fleece for instant 

warmth. A half-zip silhouette and hood make 

this recycled fleece layer extra cozy. 

     

Features & Materials
• 100% recycled polyester 

• Repurposed taffeta 

• Elastic binding hem and cuffs

• Kangaroo hand pockets

• Cozy scuba hood

• Shell: recycled microfleece (255 gsm) 

• Stripes: repurposed polyester taffeta with DWR finish )

Price
$120.00 MSRP

Sizes

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

NEW STYLE 

Mandala Star Gazing

Edamame

Desert Sun

Men

Single Track Phone Home

Women

Phone 
Home

Mandala



Teca Fleece Full-Zip Jacket  
 

Featuring repurposed, retro-inspired stripes, 

the Teca is a unique full-zip fleece you’ll wear 

for years to come. And starting this season, it’s 

made from 100% recycled polyester fleece.

     

Features & Materials
• 100% recycled polyester 

• Repurposed taffeta 

• Elastic binding hem and cuffs

• Two hand pockets

• Recycled microfleece (255 gsm) 

• Stripes: repurposed polyester taffeta with DWR finish 

Price
$100.00 MSRP

Sizes

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

NEW COLORS

Kaleidoscope On My Mind Ship Shape

It’s Electric

Au Natural

Men

Moon Rock Nine Iron Splash Tailwind

Women



Teca Fleece Pullover 
 

A classic fleece with undeniable appeal and 

unlimited use cases. Throw it on for quick and 

cozy warmth. 

     

Features & Materials
• 100% recycled polyester 

• Repurposed taffeta chest stripe and snap placket 

• Center front snap opening

• Elastic binding hem and cuffs

• Kangaroo hand pockets 

• Shell: recycled microfleece (255 gsm) 

• Stripes: repurposed polyester taffeta with DWR finish 

Price
$90.00 MSRP

Sizes

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

NEW STYLE

Georgia June Bug

Bar Harbor

Blue Eyes

Men

Home Run Rio Grande

Women



Teca Half-Zip Windbreaker 
 

The Teca is a highly packable, weather 

resistant layer that’s ideal for windy ridge 

hikes, breezy bike rides, and minimalist travels. 

This season, it’s available in a new batch of 

limited edition colorways. 

     

Features & Materials
• Repurposed polyester taffeta

• Elastic bindings at hood, cuffs, and hem 

• Back panel vent

• Kangaroo hand pocket

• Packs into drop-in pocket

• Wind and water-resistant

• Shell: repurposed polyester taffeta with DWR finish and 

600 mm PU backer 

Price
$80.00 MSRP

Sizes–Unisex

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

NEW COLORS

Meteorite

Sail Away Snack Attack

Low Tide

Unisex

Snack 
Attack

Low Tide

Meteorite

Sail Away



Trico Hybrid Jacket
 

Higher loft, super soft. Plus, quilted synthetic 

insulation that helps make Trico the perfect 

combo of outdoors and urban in one 

multipurpose layer. This hybrid piece has the 

coziness of a high pile fleece and the warmth 

of an insulated vest, all in one.

     

Features & Materials
• Quilted synthetic insulation 

• Upper body and hood insulation for core warmth

• Two drop-in hand pockets 

• Zippered chest pocket

• Elastic binding at collar, cuffs, and hood

• Woven logo patch

• Shell/Lining: repurposed polyester taffeta with DWR 

finish and 600 mm PU backer

• Second shell: 100% recycled polyester fleece (350 gsm)

• Insulation: 100% recycled polyester (80 gsm)

Price
$165.00 MSRP

Sizes

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

NEW STYLE 

Black Iris/ 
Maritime

Iron/Black

Rust/Azul

Rust/Azul

Men

Iron/Black Spruce/Indigo

Women

Iron/Black 
Women’s

Iron/Black 
Men’s



Hoodie - Do Good 
 

Made in a Fair Trade Certified™ factory, these hoodies 

are all about spreading the Do Good spirit.

 

  

Features & Materials
• 60% organic cotton, 40% recycled polyester

Price
$65.00 MSRP

Sizes

NEW COLORS

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

MaritimeHeather 
Grey

Men

GraphiteBlue 
Violet

Women

Crew Sweatshirt - Do Good
 

Our Do Good logo meets the classy crew sweatshirt for a 

match made in heaven. Also, this sweatshirt is made in a 

Fair Trade Certified™ factory. 

  

Features & Materials
• 60% organic cotton, 40% recycled polyester

Price
$65.00 MSRP

Sizes

NEW COLORS

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

Heather Grey RustAgave

Women

MaritimeGraphite

Men

Rust



T-Shirt - Do Good 
 

Simple graphics, responsible manufacture. Made in a Fair 

Trade Certified™ factory. 

 

  

Features & Materials
• 60% organic cotton, 40% recycled polyester

Price
$30.00 MSRP

Sizes

NEW COLORS

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

IronDenim

Men

Clay

Golden 
Rod

Denim

Heather 
Grey

Black Iris

Maritime

Women

Long Sleeve - Do Good
 

Simple graphics, responsible manufacture. Made in a Fair 

Trade Certified™ factory. 

  

Features & Materials
• 60% organic cotton, 40% recycled polyester

Price
$40.00 MSRP

Sizes

NEW COLORS

Women XS–XL

Men S-XXL

Heather GreyMaritime

Women

Heather 
Grey

Azul

Men

Maritime Rust



Packs 
Technical and Lifestyle Packs



Nazca 24L–Classic Travel Pack
 

We optimized the Nazca Classic Pack for office and 

classroom duties, complete with practical, protective 

features and muted colorways.

Features & Materials
• Theft proof zippers 

• Suitcase opening 

• Tuck-away straps

• Multi-carry

• Durable cotton/polyester canvas shell

• 15in Laptop Compatible

Price
$100.00 MSRP

BlackNavy



Kilimanjaro 20L Backpack
 

A sleek daypack with enough space for all of your daily 

essentials, the Kilimanjaro features a casual design with 

technical features.

Features & Materials
• 15in Laptop Compatible

Price
$80.00 MSRP

Black



Cobán 20L Backpack
 

With its clean lines, streamlined silhouette, and ample 

storage space for daily essentials, the Cobán is a durable 

daypack that’s perfect for those on the move.

Features & Materials
• 15in Laptop Compatible

Price
$60.00 MSRP

Grey



The Del Día 
Collection 
Leftovers don’t have to be lesser, and our  
Del Día packs are proof. 

The philosophy behind our Del Día Collection is simple: Another man’s trash 
can be another man’s treasure. With total creative control, our makers in the 
Philippines repurpose leftover, high-quality materials from other companies’ 
large production runs to create vibrant, one-of-a-kind packs. This keeps 
perfectly good materials out of the landfill. It also means that each Del Día 
pack is as unique as the person who owns it.



Dopp Kit - Del Día 
Lightweight storage for essential belongings, our Dopp Kit packs nicely 

into an Allpa Travel Pack.

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Large main compartment

• Two internal side sleeves

• Carry loop

• Durable yet lightweight  

 repurposed nylon shell fabric

• 9.5 x 4.5 x 3.5 in  

 (24 x 11 x 9 cm) 

$20.00 

Bataan Fanny Pack - Del Día 
The Bataan is our take on the classic fanny pack. With its 3L size, this 

handy hip hugger keeps necessities secure, organized,  

and close at hand.

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Front zippered pocket

• Side release buckle belt closure

• Adjustable webbing strap hip belt

• Durable yet lightweight,  

 repurposed nylon shell fabric  

• 3L (183 cu in) 

• 10 x 5 x 4 in  

 (25 x 13 x 10 cm)

• 3 oz (85 g)

$30.00 MSRP 

Laptop Sleeves - Del Día 
From the coffee shop commute to far-flung international adventures, 

our 13” and 15” Laptop Sleeves provide serious padded protection for 

tech in transit. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Top, wrap-around zipper

• Sleek, but protected design 

• Soft fleece lining

• Shell: Repurposed  

 polyester fabric

• Padding: Repurposed foam

• Lining: Repurposed brushed  

 tricot fabric 

• Quince: 14.5 x 10 x 0.6 in  

 (37 x 25.5 x 1.5 cm) 

• Trece: 12.5 x 9 x 0.6 in  

 (32 x 22.5 x 1.5 cm) 

Quince 15” Laptop Sleeve: 

$35.00

Trece 13” Laptop Sleeve: 

$30.00 

Halcon Chalk Bag - Del Día 
Featuring an elastic brush holder, an adjustable drawcord closure, and 

a soft fleece lining, the Halcon was designed to enhance any climbing 

experience. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Adjustable drawcord closure

• Soft fleece lining

• Double belt loops add stability

• Elastic brush holder

• Waist belt included 

• Structured rim opening

• Durable yet lightweight, repurposed 

  nylon shell fabric 

• 1.5L (92 cu in) 

• 7 x 4 x 4 in  

 (18 x 10 x 10 cm)

• 3 oz (85 g)

$30.00



Luzon 18L Backpack - Del Día 
Stuff it up, cinch it closed, and you’re on your way. Made from 100% 

repurposed fabric, the Luzon is your perfect throw-and-go pack. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Large main compartment

• Top drawstring closure

• Front zippered pocket

• Durable yet lightweight

• Ultralight mesh shoulder straps 

• Internal hydration sleeve

• Durable yet lightweight ripstop nylon  

 shell fabric 

• 18L (1098 cu in) 

• 21 x 10 x 8 in  

 (53 x 25 x 20 cm)

• 12 oz (340 g)

$55.00

Luzon 24L Backpack - Del Día 
A classic Luzon with a little more room, plus additional user-friendly 

features. Plus, the Luzon is made from 100% repurposed fabric, which 

makes each bag one of a kind. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Large main compartment

• Zippered shoe pocket with  

 internal divider

• Top drawstring closure

• Front zippered pocket

• Ultralight mesh shoulder straps 

• Internal organizer with key clip 

• Dual mesh water bottle pockets

• Durable yet lightweight ripstop  

 nylon shell fabric

• 24L (1465 cu in) 

• 22 x 10 x 10 in  

 (56 x 25 x 25 cm)

• 1 lb 1 oz (482 g) 

$75.00

Batac 16L Backpack - Del Día 
A do-it-all, super sustainable pack with the space and compartments 

you crave. Plus, the Batac is made from 100% repurposed fabric, which 

makes each bag one of a kind. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Front zippered pocket

• Two mesh side pockets

• Ultralight mesh shoulder straps 

• Large main compartment

• Internal hydration sleeve

• Durable yet lightweight ripstop  

 nylon shell fabric 

• 16L (976 cu in) 

• 17 x 8 x 8 in  

 (43 x 20 x 20 cm)

• 11 oz (312 g)

$60.00

Batac 24L Backpack - Del Día   
Same Batac, but with more space for more stuff. Each Batac is one of a 

kind and made from 100% repurposed fabric. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Front zippered pocket

• Two mesh side pockets

• Ultralight mesh shoulder straps 

• Large main compartment

• Internal hydration sleeve

• Hydration port 

• Durable yet lightweight ripstop  

 nylon shell fabric

• 24L (1465 cu in) 

• 19 x 11 x 8 in  

 (49 x 28 x 20 cm)

• 1 lb 2 oz (512 g)

$80.00



Tasra 16L Backpack - Del Día 
Made with panels of bright, repurposed nylon, the convertible Tasra 

streamlines any commute with its spacious compartments and  

full-wrap zippered opening. Plus, each bag is one of a kind. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Full-wrap zippered opening

• Front box pockets

• Internal mesh storage compartments

• Padded laptop sleeve (fits 15 in) 

• Tuck-away straps 

• Durable yet lightweight ripstop  

 nylon shell fabric 

• 16L (976 cu in) 

• 17 x 11 x 7 in  

 (43 x 27 x 18 cm)

• 1 lb 5 oz (596 g)

$85.00

Tarak 20L Backpack - Del Día 

The Tarak is a streamlined pack for technical adventurers who know 

that less is more. Plus, each Tarak is one of a kind and made from 100% 

repurposed fabric. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Streamlined ice tool carry system 

• Configurable compression  

 & lash points

• Removable foam frame sheet; 

 hardboard not included

• Hydration sleeve

• Zippered front pocket and top lid

• Low-profile shoulder straps 

• Removable waist belt 

• Durable yet lightweight ripstop  

 nylon shell fabric 

• 20L (1220 cu in) 

• 22 x 10 x 9 in  

 (56 x 25 x 23 cm) 

• 1 lb 3 oz (539 g)

$100.00

Uyuni 46L Duffel Bag - Del Día
A sustainable, not-so-standard duffel, the Uyuni stands up to all the 

rigors of adventure travel. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Top-to-bottom zipper with  

 nylon webbing protection flap 

• Padded laptop sleeve with  

 external quick access

• Top side pocket

• Collapsible laundry pocket

• Five external handles

• Stowable shoulder strap 

• 420D nylon/210D double ripstop  

• 46L (2807 cu in) 

• 22 x 13 x 13 in  

 (56 x 33 x 33 cm) 

• 1 lb 10 oz (737 g)

$80.00

Mariveles 32L Duffel Bag - Del Día 
A classic, no-frills duffel, the roomy Mariveles stows and deploys at a 

moment’s notice.

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Zippered closure

• Top and side grab handles

• External zippered pocket

• Repurposed nylon main  

 body construction   

• 32L (1952 cu in) 

• 17 x 10 x 10 in  

 (43 x 25 x 25 cm) 

• 13 oz (369 g)

$40.00



Bogotá 20L Backpack - Del Día 
Made from 100% repurposed fabric, the Bogotá is a thoughtfully 

designed, stand-out backpack for work, school, or travel. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Internal laptop sleeve fits most  

 15-inch laptops 

• Internal organization inside  

 front pocket

• Adjustable chest and shoulder straps  

• Breathable padded back panel  

 and shoulder straps

• Front zippered pockets, one  

 with key clip 

• Two water bottle pockets

• Repurposed 600D polyester fabric 

• 20L (1159 cu in) 

• 19 x 11 x 8 in (48 x 28  

 x 20 cm) 

• 1 lb 3 oz (538 g)

$90.00 

Cusco 26L Backpack - Del Día
The Cusco is an amply-sized backpack ideal for both heavy and light-

load days at school or work. And because the Cusco is made from 100% 

repurposed fabric, each bag is also one of a kind. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Internal laptop sleeve fits most  

 15-inch laptops 

• Internal organization inside  

 front pocket

• Adjustable chest and shoulder straps  

• Breathable padded back panel and  

 shoulder straps 

• Two front zippered pockets, one  

 with key clip 

• Two water bottle pockets

• Repurposed 600D polyester fabric 

• 26L (1586 cu in) 

• 21 x 13 x 9 in (53 x 33  

 x 23 cm)

• 1 lb 9 oz (700 g)

$110.00



Camaya Satchel - Del Día 
A handy crossbody bag that keeps your essentials close, the Camaya is 

big enough to carry your camera, your wallet, a snack, and a rain jacket. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Adjustable drawcord closure

• Adjustable shoulder strap 

• Zippered organization pocket

• Nylon carry loop 

• Repurposed nylon main  

 body construction 

• 8L (490 cu in) 

• 10 x 8 x 5 in  

 (26 x 21 x 13 cm)

• 7 oz (199 g)

$45.00 

Taal Convertible Tote - Del Día 
Perfect as an easy around-town bag or a lightweight, convenient travel 

carry-on, the Taal converts from a messenger back to a backpack on 

the fly. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Zippered closure

• Adjustable shoulder strap 

• Zippered organization pocket

• Internal water bottle pouch 

• Repurposed nylon main  

 body construction 

• 12L (732 cu in) 

• 13 x 13 x 5 in  

 (33 x 33 x 13 cm)

• 8 oz (227 g)

$55.00 

Hielo 12L Cooler Bag - Del Día

Made partially from repurposed materials, the Hielo is a colorful cooler 

bag that makes eating and drinking in nature more enjoyable. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Holds 12 8 oz. cans with ice 

• Roll top with buckle closure

• Wide mouth opening with metal  

 frame for easy access

• FDA food-safe, seam-sealed,  

 waterproof liner

• Foam insulation 

• Side carry strap

• One side water bottle pocket

• Back grab handle 

• Heavy duty repurposed nylon/ 

 polyester shell fabric

• 12L (732 cu in) 

• 18 x 14 x 5.5 in  

 (46 x 36 x 14 cm)

• 1 lb 9 oz (708 g)

$100.00



Travel Cubes - Del Día 
Made with repurposed materials and featuring a wrap-around zipper for 

easy access, these simple organizers store clothes, toiletries, and other 

must-have items. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Wrap around zipper

• Mesh side panels for breathability

• Top handle

• Durable yet lightweight, repurposed  

 nylon and mesh fabric 

• Cubo 10L: 10 x 11.5 x 5 in (26 x 29 x 13 cm) 

• Cubo 3L: 6 x 11.5 x 3 in (15 x 29 x 7.5 cm) 

• Cubo 2L: 7 x 8 x 2 in (20 x 18 x 5 cm)

Cubo 10L: $20.00

Cubo 3L: 18.00  

Cubo 2L: $15.00 

3-Pack Bundle: $45.00

Cubo 10L Cubo 3L Cubo 2L

Chumpi 35L Duffel Bag - Del Día 
The Chumpi is a stylish, bare-bones duffel that takes wear 

and tear like a pro. 

Features & Materials Specs Price

  

• Tuck-away backpack straps and  

 removable shoulder sling

• Reinforced webbing carry straps and  

 grab handles

• External zippered stash pocket 

• Anti-snag YKK zipper 

• Durable, repurposed 600D polyester 

• 35L (2135 cu in) 

• 19 x 11 x 11 in (48 x 28  

 x 28 cm)

• 2lb (900 g)

$110.00



The Allpa 
Family

Start here. Go anywhere.



Allpa 28L Travel Pack
 

Travel fast and light with the Allpa 28L—a 

smaller, more agile version of the Allpa 35L 

Travel Pack that is better suited to  

weekend trips.

Features & Materials

• Weight-distributing, low-profile harness system

• Carry-on-compatible

• TPU-coated 1000D polyester

• 840D ballistic nylon paneling

• Suitcase-style, full-wrap zipper opening on the 

main compartment

• Large zippered mesh compartment on the right side

• Subdivided zippered mesh compartment on the 

left side

• Padded laptop and tablet sleeve

• Top zippered pocket

• Security YKK zippers

• Tuck-away straps

• Four reinforced grab handles

• Included raincover

Price
$170.00 MSRP

Specs

NEW COLOR

Blue Violet

Blue Violet

EvergreenBlack

Colors

Volume Size Weight

28L (1709 cu in) 19 x 11 x 9 in (49 x 28 x 23 cm) 2 lb 10 oz (1190 g)



Allpa 35L Travel Pack
 

The Allpa is a rugged pack built for adventure travel. Sized for carry-

on convenience, it’s loaded with well-designed features and is tough 

enough to handle years of use.

Features & Materials
• Weight-distributing, low-profile harness system

• Removable waist belt for simple stowage in tight compartments

• Carry-on-compatible 35L capacity

• TPU-coated 1000D polyester

• Lighter weight, more durable 840D ballistic nylon paneling

• Suitcase-style, full-wrap zipper opening on the main compartment

• Large zippered mesh compartment on the right side

• Subdivided zippered mesh compartment on the left side

• Padded laptop and tablet sleeve for easy + secure tech storage 

• Shortcut zipper to main compartment so you can access your stuff in tight quarters

• Top zippered pocket ideal for small travel essentials, like your wallet and passport

• Security YKK zippers keep your focus on the adventure at hand

• Four carabiner lash loops to haul more gear

• Tuck-away shoulder straps

• Four reinforced grab handles

• Included rain cover

Price
$200.00 MSRP

Specs

NEW COLOR

Black Iris

Black Iris

Indigo

Blue Violet

Spruce

Black

Evergreen

Colors

Volume Size Weight

35L (2135 cu in) 22 x 12 x 10 in (56 x 30 x 25 cm) 3 lb 8 oz (1588 g)



Allpa 42L Travel Pack 
 

Built for big adventures and extended trips, this bag is the largest size 

of our super-rugged, super-functional adventure travel pack.

Features & Materials

• TPU-coated 1000D polyester shell with 840 ballistic nylon paneling

• Weight-distributing, low-profile harness system with removable, torso height, 

adjustable hipbelt

• Front panel compression straps

• Suitcase-style, full-wrap zipper opening on the main compartment

• Large zippered mesh compartment on the right side

• Subdivided zippered mesh compartments on the left side

• Carry-on compatible

• Padded laptop sleeve up to 15 inches 

• Padded tablet sleeve up to 12.5 inches

• Padded phone sleeve up to 6.5 inches

• Shortcut zipper to main compartment

• Top zippered pocket

• YKK security zippers on all closures

• Carabiner lash points for attaching extra gear

• Four reinforced grab handles

• Included rain cover

• One exterior water bottle pocket that accommodates up to 3” in diameter

Price
$220.00 MSRP

Specs

NEW COLOR

Black

Black

Indigo

Indigo

Iron

Iron

Colors

Volume Size Weight

42L (2563 cu in) 25 x 16 x 7 in (64 x 41 x 18 cm) 4 lb 2 oz (1871 g)



Allpa 35L Travel Pack - Del Día
 

The Allpa is a rugged pack built for adventure travel. Sized for carry-

on convenience, it’s loaded with well-designed features and is tough 

enough to handle years of use.

Features & Materials
• Weight-distributing, low-profile harness system

• Removable waist belt for simple stowage in tight compartments

• Carry-on-compatible 35L capacity

• TPU-coated 1000D polyester

• Lighter weight, more durable 840D ballistic nylon paneling

• Suitcase-style, full-wrap zipper opening on the main compartment

• Large zippered mesh compartment on the right side

• Subdivided zippered mesh compartment on the left side

• Padded laptop and tablet sleeve for easy + secure tech storage 

• Shortcut zipper to main compartment so you can access your stuff in tight quarters

• Top zippered pocket ideal for small travel essentials, like your wallet and passport

• Security YKK zippers keep your focus on the adventure at hand

• Four carabiner lash loops to haul more gear

• Tuck-away shoulder straps

• Four reinforced grab handles

• Included rain cover

Price
$200.00 MSRP

Specs

NEW COLOR

Del Día

Colors

Volume Size Weight

35L (2135 cu in) 22 x 12 x 10 in (56 x 30 x 25 cm) 3 lb 8 oz (1588 g)



Allpa 42L Travel Pack - Del Día
 

Built for big adventures and extended trips, this bag is the largest size 

of our super-rugged, super-functional adventure travel pack.

Features & Materials

• TPU-coated 1000D polyester shell with 840 ballistic nylon paneling

• Weight-distributing, low-profile harness system with removable, torso height, 

adjustable hipbelt

• Front panel compression straps

• Suitcase-style, full-wrap zipper opening on the main compartment

• Large zippered mesh compartment on the right side

• Subdivided zippered mesh compartments on the left side

• Carry-on compatible

• Padded laptop sleeve up to 15 inches 

• Padded tablet sleeve up to 12.5 inches

• Padded phone sleeve up to 6.5 inches

• Shortcut zipper to main compartment

• Top zippered pocket

• YKK security zippers on all closures

• Carabiner lash points for attaching extra gear

• Four reinforced grab handles

• Included rain cover

• One exterior water bottle pocket that accommodates up to 3” in diameter

Price
$220.00 MSRP

Specs

NEW COLOR

Del Día

Colors

Volume Size Weight

42L (2563 cu in) 25 x 16 x 7 in (64 x 41 x 18 cm) 4 lb 2 oz (1871 g)



Cada 
Día

Your commute will never 
be the same.



Coso 2L Hip Pack - Cada Día 
 

Never underestimate the hip pack. This sporty 

bag brings hands-free convenience and peace 

of mind to local wanderings and foreign 

exploits. 

     

Features & Materials
• Main opening provides easy access to your essentials 

• Interior hanging phone pocket withfleece lining 

• Side compression straps with multiple adjustment 

points

• Interior front flap pocket for easy access to wallet or 

transit pass

• Back security zippered pocket  

• Multiple grab handles 

• Recycled 840D Nylon with  

TPU coating

• Recycled 630D Nylon

Price
$100.00 MSRP

Specs

Graphite Rust/Azul Spruce/BlackViolet/Black

Color

Volume Size Weight

13L (793 cu in) 18 x 10 x 5 in (46 x 25 x 13 cm  1 lb 2 oz (510 g)



Chasqui 13L Sling - 
Cada Día
Named for the famed messengers of the Incan Empire, 

the Chasqui is a modern messenger bag with ample 

space for your essentials—including your laptop. 

 
  

Features & Materials
• Padded shoulder strap

• Load-lifter strap 

• Wrap-around zipper allows for dual side-entry access 

• A front, top-access pocket provides extra organization for smaller 

items

• Narrow, dual-sided daisy chain allows you to pack extra gear 

• Multiple grab handles 

• Back panel secure pocket for extra security

• Dual-sided D-Rings allow the shoulder strap to be oriented for left 

or right preference

• Front: 840D water-resistant hypalon

• Main Body: 630D recycled nylon

Price
$75.00 MSRP

Specs

Graphite RustBlack

Colors

NEW STYLE

Volume Size Weight

13L (793 cu in) 18 x 10 x 5 in (46 x 25 x 13 cm  1 lb 2 oz (510 g)



Moda 20L Backpack 
- Cada Día
Load it from the top, take it everywhere. Inspired by the 

iconic Luzon, this versatile backpack features additional 

features for everyday comfort. 

 
  

Features & Materials
• Easy access cinch top closure 

• Durable front face and base panel fabric 

• Quick access front pocket 

• Front panel daisy allows you to clip extra gear onto pack 

• Suspended laptop sleeve

• Soft, durable mesh back panel 

• Shoulder strap daisy chains allow for removable sternum strap

• Bottom grab handle 

• Curved lower lumbar for ergonomic shape and fit 

• Expandable mesh water bottle pocket

• Shell 1/front panel/bottom: 840D hypalon

• Shell 2/main body: 630D nylon

• Shell 3/top closure: 150D poly ripstop 

Price
$115.00 MSRP

Specs

Graphite

Spruce

RustBlack

Black Iris

Colors

NEW STYLE

Volume Size Weight

20L (1220 cu in) 21 x 11 x 8 in (53 x 28 x 20 cm) 1 lb 9 oz (708 g)



Our Mission
We create outdoor products and experiences that fund sustainable poverty alleviation, 

move people to do good, and inspire adventure. By supporting Certified B Corps, you 

support a better way of doing business. Learn more at cotopaxi.com/foundation.

B Corp Certified
Cotopaxi is part of the B Corp community, a group of companies focused 

on using the power of business as a force for social, environmental, and 

economic good. Learn more at cotopaxi.com/bcorp.

Guaranteed For Good
We want your gear to last for a lifetime of adventures. That’s why all our products 

are Guaranteed For Good. If your product does not hold up, we’ll work with you to 

resolve the issue. That may mean providing you with instructions on how to repair your 

product; asking you to return the item for an in-house repair; replacing the item for 

you; or refunding your purchase. 

Brand and Contact Info

SEE ALL COLORS ON COTOPAXI.COM

Order early for best availability
Reach out to isaac@cotopaxi.com or group.support@cotopaxi.com for more 

information on placing your group order.


